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A tribute to women’s creativity.
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Within the wider project “design the italian excellence”, on the occa-
sion of the milan’s design Week 2014, selected objects designed by 
italian female designers are exhibited in the amaranto venue, at the 
Carlton Hotel Baglioni. Various generations of women artists, from 
the world-famous design icons to the young protagonists and up-
and-coming authors, such as gae aulenti, monica Castiglioni, donata 
parruccini, miriam mirri, marta Laudani, Francesca giacomelli, Elena 
Cutolo, Sonia pedrazzini, giorgia Zanellato and Valentina Carretta.

the exhibition will host italian designer maria Jennifer Carew who, 
at the opening, will perform the realization of jewels from her own 
production with 3d printing technology from fablab SgV - rHino FaB 
StUdio of Silvia Salami and giorgio Villa, and two projects by Lina Bo 
Bardi, extraordinary figure of Italian woman Designer, Brazilian of 
adoption, who significantly contributed to introducing the architecton-
ic and design culture in Brazil. She will be present with a project dating 
1951, the “Bowl Chair”, currently produced in Limited Edition by ital-
ian arpEr, and the unique “noiZE CHair”, by contemporary Brazilian 
designer guto requena, printed in 3d technology, a homage to the 
“girafa” chair, edited in an exclusive Limited Edition by world-famous 
Brazilian gallery Coletivo amor de madre owned by olivia Yassudo 
Faria in Sao paulo.    

tradition and innovation, projectual quality, cultural contaminations, 
ethics. a homage to women’s creativity, designers in a country that is 
finally looking at them  as protagonists, an act of love. 
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The unforgettable Italian touch.

www.basilearteco.it

Share with us.

#Baglionimilan
the Blog: italiantalks.com

the collection: italy - france - uk

baglionihotels.com/milan

Should you desire to acquire 
“design the italian excellence” artworks, please contact:

amaranto Boutique
amaranto@amarantostyle.com| +39 02 77077399

or

Carlton Hotel Baglioni 
carlton.milano@baglionihotels.com|+39 02 77077

a site-specific project curated by 
Vincenzo Basile with Maddalena Grassi Polito
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